Canada Goose Arctic Gallery
Diverse, beautiful and changing — explore the Arctic and discover this unique region in all its colour. See a sculpture of real ice, and artifacts from the famous Franklin expedition.

Special Exhibition
Watch this space for amazing exhibitions from here and around the world.

Earth Gallery
A world-class collection of minerals and rocks. Explore the gems and crystal giants. See a meteorite that’s older than our own planet.

Bird Gallery
The largest display of Canadian birds in the world. Close to 500 real, mounted birds, including the extinct Passenger Pigeon.

Nature Live
A delightfully creepy collection of cockroaches, beetles, a rosy-haired tarantula, giant stick insects, and more!

Water Gallery
A breathtaking display of the diversity of ocean life, featuring a 19-metre blue whale skeleton — the largest animal species ever. Two aquaria of live specimens, including fish, frogs, and a spotted turtle.

Mammal Gallery
All the iconic mammals of Canada are here! Beautiful lifesize diorama paintings by Canadian wildlife artist Clarence Tillenius. From the bison to the polar bear, discover the amazing adaptation strategies of Canada’s mammals.

Fossil Gallery
Canada’s first dinosaur gallery, with close to 200 incredible fossils. Meet Daspletosaurus, cousin of T.Rex., as a fossil skeleton and as-in-real-life as you walk through the dinosaur forest, then discover how mammals came to be.

Outside
Explore our Landscapes of Canada Gardens on the west grounds.
GO WITH THE FLOW, FOLLOW THE SIGNS!

Stairs and elevators are one-way only.

SUIVEZ LE COURANT, OBSERVEZ LA SIGNALISATION!

Les escaliers et les ascenseurs sont à sens unique.